Dear Andy,

Thanks for our 2/21 and the appraisal.

We do appreciate it.

When someone in here who can look in the basement, I'll have to give them my duplicate of the Zapruder camera, complete with leather case, if I've not already done that. Without even making a record of it, as I did my duplicate of that Hannischer.

I'll be glad to autograph books for you but I have almost no Selections and not many Case Openings.

If you have an idea how many of each you'd like, can you order them and have them sent to me? I'll then autograph them and send them to you.

I can't really spare the few Selections I have and I don't think up some of the Case Openings may later create a problem unless they reprint.

Yesterday I returned the last of the proofs. It was quite trying but it remains a powerful book that ought have a rather strong sale in Berna, with what it has on Specter.

When we spoke I forgot to ask you if you have a card of perhaps some sales slips, anything to identify you, that can include with orders and inquiries from abroad and include also to those who in the US ask me for sources.

Faster than writing it out.

As I will later today to Italy.

Again thanks and best to you both,

I did not know that killing the Truth is out in a paperback. I wonder if they removed the covers from unsold hardbacks and put a soft cover on them. They were considering that with Brown's, with 20,000 on hand. He told me. But I've heard it was remaindered.

Months ago I wrote Herman Graf and asked to be informed if and when they remainder Case Open. No response. I'd get them and give them to Hood College, which we got our stake along with our rights. We still getting mail on it. Much less but as nice. So some stores have it.